Naturally Luxurious Shower Liquids
boast richness and aromas
to peak the senses
senses.
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shower liquids have been formulated to provide
a truly memorable shower experience.
embodies
the richest natural ingredients and exhilarating aromas to
pamper your Guests and leave them feeling uniquely special.
When you offer your Guests superior quality liquids through
our Dispensers, you are purchasing liquids in the appropriate
bulk size to fit your property, rather than little bottles that cost
more than the liquids inside them.
No more forcing your Guests to fumble with slippery tiny bottles!
shower liquids.
Higher quality. More convenient. Less costly.

Superior
Quality

Treat your Guests to superior quality shower amenities
at a lower cost than your present small-bottle program. Everybody wins.

Exceeding your Guests’ Expectations
Offer the

of the future with these superior

liquids which perfectly compliment the WAVE , AVIVA
TM

and iQon Dis
Dispenser systems.
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There’s a b
bulk size perfect for your property.
SShower Liquids are available in cartridges, 5 litre
containers and 220 litre Enviropaks. Choose the size that fits your
perfectly.
requirements pe

GEN
GENTLE
LIME - soap
Reju
Rejuvenates
the weary traveler.
Fresh exhilarating aromas from pure natural
elem
elements along with rich, long-lasting bubbles.

*ecoWAVE customization free
with the purchase of our liquids

GEN
GENTLE
LIME - hair & body gel
Delig
Delightfully
alive and invigorating.
Brigh
Bright, lively and fragrant, it instantly refreshes
your body and hair.
GEN
GENTLE
TOUCH - lotion
Smo
Smooth,
light and refreshing. It soothes tired
skin and nurtures with natural richness.

Change your thinking
from little bottles to BULK.
It's a win-win for you
and your guests.

For more information on Dispenser Amenities, please call or fax, e-mail or visit our web site.

Europe Office
Newcastle Upon Tyne, U.K.
Tel: +44 191 284 2614
Asia Office
Tel: 1-800-639-4756 / 1-519-685-1500 Taipei, Taiwan
Fax: 1-800-639-4759 / 1-519-668-4054 Tel: +886 963 677 915
Head Office
Dispenser Amenities Inc.
505 Newbold Street,
London, ON N6E 1K4 Canada

Website
www.dispenser-amenities.com
E mail
info@dispenser-amenities.com
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